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I. Introduction
The Master Transportation Plan (MTP) Goals and Policies document specifies three general policies that
form the foundation of the MTP and, therefore, transportation in Arlington in the years ahead: integrating
transportation with land use, supporting the design and operation of complete streets, and managing
travel demand and transportation systems. This element of the MTP focuses on bicycle travel, which is
greatly affected by land use, street design, traffic volumes, fuel prices, public perception and
transportation system management. Bicycling can also substantially affect demand management by
substituting for local travel by motorized vehicles.
The MTP establishes six broad goals for Arlington’s transportation policy that direct the policies and
implementation actions for bicycle travel identified in this document. Those goals are:
1. Provide high‐quality transportation services.
2. Move more people without more traffic.
3. Promote safety.
4. Establish equity.
5. Manage effectively and efficiently.
6. Advance environmental sustainability.
Those goals are supported by 27 strategy directives including the following statements which directly
relate to bicycle policy. Those strategies are:
 Expand and complete the bikeway network with a focus on high‐quality facilities,
overcoming barriers and facilitating overall connectivity.
 Encourage the use of environmentally sustainable modes including bicycling, walking,
transit, carpooling and telecommuting.
 Minimize rates of injuries and accidents for each mode and ensure that transit riders,
pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists feel safe and comfortable to all times when
traveling in Arlington.
 Manage motor vehicle congestion by emphasizing transportation alternatives, parking
management and queue management.
 Increase energy efficiency and reduce hydrocarbon emissions by encouraging and
accommodating non‐motorized travel, public transit, carpooling, telecommuting and
alternative fuel vehicles.

II. Summary
Arlington envisions itself as becoming, if not already being, one of the nation’s best places to bicycle. The
County’s emphasis on mixed‐use development, medium‐ to high‐density and compact neighborhoods,
creates an environment that generates many short trips where bicycling is most effective. Many residents
and visitors regularly use bicycles for transportation and recreation. The County also has a history of
working to improve bicycling conditions through its extensive Bike Arlington Program. Despite these
positive aspects, many people still perceive bicycling to be a challenging or impractical means of
transportation. It is Arlington’s vision that everyone—residents, incoming daily commuters and other
visitors—feel safe and comfortable bicycling on the County’s streets and trails. This document sets forth
the plan for making that vision a reality. Arlington’s ability to increase the number of people who bicycle,
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and the frequency with which they do so, will be a measure of the County’s ability to preserve and
improve overall quality of life.
The current bikeways network, comprising shared‐use trails, marked bike lanes, and signed bicycle
routes, serves much of Arlington well, links across the Potomac River, and includes trails that extend
south and west into neighboring Virginia jurisdictions. Significant gaps, however, remain in the network,
resulting in barriers that leave bicyclists in portions of Arlington disconnected from the overall network.
The primary focus of the Bicycle Element is the completion of a more fine‐grained and comprehensive
bicycle network of trails, bike lanes, and other on‐street facilities. Bicycling would be a more viable travel
option for many Arlingtonians if several key bikeway network connections were completed.
Enhancements in bicycle parking facilities at transit stations, shopping centers, offices, and in multifamily
residential buildings will also improve the effectiveness of the network.
The plan establishes an objective of having at least half of all residents ride bicycles for transportation
purposes at least occasionally. Such a participation level would indicate that “average” residents find
bicycling to be safe and convenient enough to use for at least some of their transportation needs.
Achieving this level of comfort with bicycling will require, in addition to the facility network
improvement, an effort by the County to address safety concerns. Policy proposals in the plan aimed at
achieving greater safety and user comfort include enhanced traffic law enforcement, safety education
efforts, and promotional events such as mass rides. Young bicyclists, in particular, would benefit from the
proposed greater emphasis on “safe routes to school” educational and promotional efforts.
Bicyclists are also expected to gain from the overall efforts of the County to expand the multimodal
aspects of its transportation system. In particular, the effort to rebalance street space allocation to achieve
more Complete Streets (explained in detail in the Streets Element of this plan) will help cyclists. An
upgrade of bicycle access to transit stations, through the construction of “bike stations” and other secure,
sheltered parking, will strengthen the intermodal connection between bicycling and public transit.

III. Policies, Implementation Actions and Performance
Measures
The MTP’s Goals and Policies element, which establishes overall County transportation policy, includes
nine principal policies regarding bicycling. Those policies are grouped in this section into five categorical
areas – completing the bikeway network, increasing bicycle use, enhancing safety, managing and
maintaining facilities and integrating bicycling with other modes. For each policy statement one or more
implementation action is identified to provide specific direction in how to achieve the policy’s intended
outcomes. The policies have been given new numbers as well as have the number assigned in the Goals
and Policies document in parentheses. Performance measures are proposed as appropriate to assess
progress toward achieving the policies.

Complete the Bikeway Network
Expand and complete a diverse network of bikeway facilities that overcome existing barriers and improve
connectivity between and among residential neighborhoods, retail and commercial districts, recreation
centers and parks, employment sites, transit stations, and activity centers in neighboring jurisdictions.
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Policy 1 (1): Complete the Bikeway Network with a focus on overcoming barriers. Examples of
barriers include Shirley Highway (I‐395) and the George Washington Memorial Parkway. Improve
connectivity between trails and other major bikeway corridors. Enhance bikeway information and
way‐finding signage.
Implementation Actions
a. Implement currently funded projects listed in Appendix B, Table B‐1, as soon as is practical.
b. Fund and implement planned projects listed in Appendix B, Tables B‐2, B‐3, and B‐4 and also
those trail improvements identified in the Four Mile Run Restoration Plan. Initial emphasis
should be on implementation of the identified “short‐term” projects. Regularly implement
projects in Table B‐3 as opportunities arise.
c. Add grade‐separated crossings of major highways where feasible, improve existing crossings of
major highways, and develop improved alternatives for crossing or circumnavigating large
federal institutions and properties, such as Fort Myer, the Pentagon complex, and Arlington
National Cemetery.
d. Plan and construct new shared‐use trails and trail connections in conjunction with new
development. Focus on trails, bridges, and overpasses that link with other sections of the
bikeway network, thereby enhancing the connectivity of the entire network and with regional
bikeways in adjacent jurisdictions.
e. Work with regional partners to ensure that bikeways are provided on and across VDOT and
National Park Service (NPS)‐owned arterial roadways, interstate and parkway corridors, as part
of all projects to improve, or reconstruct these roadways.
f. Coordinate with the National Park Service to complete implementation of remaining trail‐
improvement projects identified in the NPS’s 1990 Paved Recreational Trails Plan.
g. Evaluate, expand and upgrade the signed bike route system, and improve wayfinding
information for bicyclists provided both on‐site and electronically.
Policy 2 (2): Provide high‐quality bicycling facilities as part of all street improvement projects. Use
marked bicycle lanes or shared –use lane symbols (“sharrows”) on arterial streets that provide access
to commercial centers, schools and government facilities.
Implementation Actions
a. Develop the bikeway network by installing proposed bike lanes, signed bike routes, and other
bicycle facilities on arterial roadways and neighborhood principal roadways in conjunction with
street/bridge improvements or as independent bicycle projects.
b. Provide bikeways on new or existing streets in conjunction with major new development or
redevelopment activities in Pentagon City, Crystal City, the Potomac Yard North and South
Tracts, Rosslyn, and other areas.
c. As appropriate, pilot innovative facility designs (see Appendix A for a description of these
measures) including— shared‐lane pavement markings (sharrows), colored bicycle lanes, bicycle
boulevards, bicycle box markings, and bicycle‐specific traffic signal heads.
d. Improve bicycle access to shopping districts, employment centers, and activity centers in nearby
neighboring jurisdictions including Georgetown in D.C.; Potomac Yard in Alexandria; and
Bailey’s Crossroads and Seven Corners in Fairfax County.
e. New and renovated shared‐use trails and bike lanes should be designed and constructed in
accordance with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) guidelines. The design of new or significantly widened trails should go through
Arlington’s environmental assessment process early in the design stage.
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Performance Measures for Policies 1 and 2
1. Use the list of projects in Appendix B to monitor progress on completion of the planned bicycle
network. Target the completion of an average of five projects per year.
2. Track the installation of new bicycle racks available for use by the public. Seek to install 250 new
racks (500 parking spaces) over the next 10 years.

Increase Bicycle Use
Make using a bicycle for transportation, at least occasionally, a normal and accepted travel option for
more than 50 percent of the Arlington residential population. When a large‐enough portion of a
community participates in an activity, it spawns a culture whereby an activity previously considered
“fringe” becomes embraced by the mainstream of the community. Currently Arlington has the beginning
of a bicycle culture, with a reported 38 percent of the population bicycling at least occasionally. Two key
strategies are attaining a higher bike‐to‐school rate among Arlington County students; and increasing use
of the bicycle for short trips within Arlington, such as access to transit and non‐work‐related travel needs.
Policy 3 (6): Create a community culture that embraces bicycle use as a mainstream travel mode. Raise
the visibility and participation of bicycling in Arlington through regularly organized bicycling events,
prominent facilities and other encouragement activities.
Implementation Actions
a. Expand the encouragement programs of
BikeArlington, including map publication,
Bike‐to‐Work Day, the Community Bike
Ride, Car Free Day, valet bicycle parking at
events and route assistance. Bikeway maps,
program brochures, and safety education
materials should be distributed widely and
include guidance for safe and courteous use
of shared‐use paths and streets especially
those facility types that are relatively new to
the public.
b. Continue to promote bicycling as part of the
County’s Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) activities aimed at
businesses, employees, and residents.
c. Undertake regular surveys or focus groups to determine what actions might encourage greater
bicycle use. Identify new marketing approaches to reach populations that are not regular
bicyclists through the provision of Bicycle Program information and encouragement messages.
d. Promote bicycling as an activity that will improve citizen health and fitness and provide
convenient recreational opportunities. The County should support a variety of programs to
encourage bicycling for transportation, fitness, and fun which may include:
i.
Conduct bicycle fitness and training programs by the County and schools and encourage
similar programs by bike shops, bicycle advocacy organization and bicycle clubs.
ii.
Support additional periodic cycling races and/or mass‐ride days.
iii.
Establish cycling recognition awards and incentives — e.g., awards honoring citizens who
cycle to work; awards for businesses and citizens who help make Arlington a better place for
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cycling; awards for exemplary bicycling support in schools, businesses, and youth
organizations.
iv.
Organize or encourage regular community‐based bike rides that appeal to less‐experienced
cyclists.
v.
Work with area colleges and universities to develop bicycling incentive programs for their
commuting students.
vi.
Evaluate the feasibility of constructing a velodrome (a track for bicycle racing) on County
property or in conjunction with a private redevelopment project.
e. Incorporate information about Arlington’s bicycle registration program in County publications.
f. Undertake measures recommended for achieving Gold Bicycle Friendly Community status, an
honor awarded by the League of American Bicyclists for communities with exemplary bicycle
programs and commuting usage of bicycles.
Policy 4 (5): Require the provision of appropriate facilities to support bicycling, such as showers,
lockers and bicycle parking by new development.
Implementation Actions
a. Refine bicycle parking standards per detailed recommendations in Appendix D. Periodically
review the bicycle parking requirements for new developments, and update as needed.
b. Assist the managers/owners of retail, office and multifamily residential properties in selecting the
appropriate locations and equipment needed to provide high‐quality bicycle parking at existing
buildings and complexes.
c. Ensure that the new parking and shower facilities required in site plan conditions for
developments meet minimum standards for quality and correct location.
d. Explore whether the County’s zoning ordinance can be amended to require all commercial and
multifamily residential buildings to provide convenient and secure bicycle parking.
Policy 5 (7): Annually collect bicycling data on County streets and trails.
Implementation Action
a. Develop methods of bicycle‐use data collection, establish a baseline, and continue regular
measurement to monitor usage. Establish locations where regular bicycle counts are made and
volumes can be compared over time to determine changes in usage.
Policy 6 (9): Implement a bike‐sharing program in the transit corridors and other densely developed
areas.
Implementation Action
a. Initiate a bike‐sharing program. Coordinate with any programs in adjacent jurisdictions.
b. Support privately‐provided loaner bicycle programs such as by business for their employees and
hotels for their guests.
Performance Measures for Policies 3 through 6
1. Use data collected in trip diaries and at regular locations to measure progress in achieving greater
bicycle use. In the Year 2008 – establish baseline bicycle usage rates for transportation and
recreation. In successive years achieve greater reported bicycle usage than in the prior years. By
the Year 2030 achieve a reported 50% of the population bicycling for transportation at least
occasionally, with 20 percent using a bicycle frequently and 10 percent regularly.
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2.
3.
4.

Use the Year 2010 U.S. Census Journey to Work data to measure commuting travel mode. Seek to
double the percentage of bicycle commuting reported in the Year 2000 Census.
Track the annual allocation of resources, such as amounts of money spent on encouragement and
marketing programs/events, as well as numbers of participants in such programs and events.
Achieve the League of American Bicyclists’ gold level Bicycle Friendly Cities status by the Year
2011

Improve Bicycle Safety
Change the public image of bicycle transportation in Arlington from one of being a potentially unsafe
travel mode to one that is safe, secure, and easy to use. This will include improving actual bicycle safety,
as indicated by bicycle crash rates and injury severity, as well as the public’s perception of bicycle safety
and security.
Policy 7 (8): Conduct an ongoing safe bicycle route to schools program including semi‐annual bicycle
safety educational programs for children and adults.
Implementation Actions
a. Support an ongoing Safe Routes to School program that
includes Education, Enforcement, Encouragement,
Engineering and Evaluation interventions. This program
should be developed in conjunction with the Arlington Police
Department and the Arlington County Schools, including
administrators, teachers, parents, and students. Over time
include all public and private schools in Arlington.
b. Coordinate with Arlington Public Schools to provide
Arlington elementary and middle school students training in
pedestrian and bicycle operations and safety, and continue
offering bicycle and pedestrian training in the high school
physical education program.
c. Designate recommended bicycling routes to school. Criteria
for “safe” routes should be established jointly among the staff
of the Arlington Public Schools, Transportation, and Police.
Continue to make necessary engineering improvements to the
public infrastructure to increase the number, and distribution
of routes that can be recommended for bicycling to school.
d. Work with Arlington Public Schools to conduct County‐wide school transportation surveys on
select days and develop multimodal travel profiles of student, teacher, and staff trips to and from
school.
e. Develop Countywide and school‐based implementation plans for Safe Routes to Schools
programs.
f. Conduct bicycle safety and maintenance courses through the Arlington Adult Education and
BikeArlington programs, and encourage community colleges, bicycle organizations, fitness clubs,
and other educational institutions to initiate safety instruction. Consider providing financial
assistance to institutions or to students as an incentive to encourage participation.
g. Produce Spanish language and multilingual bicycle safety education literature and media
campaigns and continue to participate in the Washington region’s multi‐lingual Street Smart
safety campaign.
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h. Promote proper shared‐use trail behavior through signs, trailside displays, brochures, video
education programs, and recreation program classes.
i. Coordinate with local law enforcement officials to implement bicycle safety enforcement
programs directed toward bicyclists and motorists who commit traffic violations including
targeted efforts at locations with regular bicycle/motor vehicle or bicycle/pedestrian conflicts.
j. Continue to conduct safety outreach programs such as headlight and helmet distributions that
reach young cyclists and other persons of limited incomes.
k. Offer training to continuously upgrade planning, engineering, law enforcement and maintenance
staffs’ knowledge of best practices to improve cyclist safety.
l. Initiate physical improvements to streets and bikeways and law enforcement efforts, as
appropriate, to address identified bicycling safety concerns
Performance Measure for Policy 7
1. Continue to collect and analyze bicycle crash data along with parallel bicycle usage data to
determine crash rates relative to exposure and total population. Regularly collect perception of
safety data as part of a public opinion survey conducted in association with the trip diary.
2. Track annual participation in bicycle safety education programs conducted by Arlington County
government and schools.

Manage and Maintain the Bikeway System
Manage and maintain the network of bikeways (including the street system) and associated infrastructure
and services to provide sufficient bicycle travel capacity, an attractive level of service, functional
reliability, safety, and security.
Policy 8( 4) : Manage the trails for safety with increased use. Undertake facility improvement projects
to address overcrowding and user conflicts on trails and develop instructional materials and signs to
encourage safer user practices.
Implementation Actions
a. Expand the e‐mail bicycle information/ alert program to ensure that information alerts address
the entire Arlington and regional bicycling networks, and incorporate additional communication
methods, such as radio and television traffic reports, traffic alert Web sites, and/or other
technologies.
b. Continue to operate and expand promotion of the County spot‐improvement request system that
allows individuals to report maintenance problems in writing, over the phone, via e‐mail, and by
other methods.
c. Adopt the maintenance program and practices outlined in Appendix E.
d. Incorporate County trail repaving/repair into a regular maintenance cycle similar to that used for
County streets including periodic pavement quality assessments.
e. Prioritize trail widening and trail/roadway intersection projects, especially in those areas where
multiple crashes or near‐crashes have been documented.
f. Undertake safety evaluations of street/trail intersections. Identify how safety might be improved
through traffic signals, signage, markings, traffic calming, tunnel/overpasses, or other measures.
g. Implement measures such as new trail entry points and GPS Coordinates to give emergency
personnel and vehicles better access to the trail system.
h. Protect the trails and significant buffer areas against encroachments from adjacent roadways and
new development.
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i.
j.

Promote volunteer maintenance and enhancements to trails including establishment of a “share‐
the‐trail” program.
Conduct regular patrolling of trails by Police, Park Rangers and volunteers particularly during
early morning and evening hours.

Performance Measures for Policy 8
1.
2.

Track the percentages of the trail and bicycle lanes systems that are repaved or remarked each
year.
Utilize the trip diary to assess general public and bicycle‐user opinion on maintenance and
management of the bikeways system.

Integrate Bicycling with All Other Modes of Transportation
Continue to integrate bicycling with transit, walking, taxicab and high occupancy vehicle (HOV) travel
modes to enable more direct integration.
Policy 9 (3): Provide convenient, covered and secure bicycle parking at transit stations, schools, public
facilities and commercial centers.
Implementation Actions
a. Coordinate with WMATA and private property
owners to increase bicycle parking at Metrorail
stations, initiate new bike/transit integration
services, and manage existing services. The
quality and quantity of bicycle parking should
be upgraded at Metrorail stations, especially
Rosslyn, Crystal City, Pentagon City, Ballston‐
MU, and Clarendon. Provide sufficient amounts
of free parking that offers a high level of security
and weather protection.
b. Construct bicycle stations at a minimum of one
of the following Metro stations ‐ Ballston‐MU,
Rosslyn, East Falls Church and Pentagon City.
c. Ensure that new streetcar and commuter rail
cars can accommodate the transport of bicycles.
d. Assess the market for integration of bicycle transportation with carpools, vanpools, taxis, car‐
sharing programs, and commuter bus and commuter rail services.
Performance Measures for Policy 9
1. Track inter‐modal integration in terms of percent of buses equipped to carry bicycles, amount of
high‐security bike parking provided at transit stations, and number of new bicycle‐
accommodating services initiated.
2. Track usage of bike‐on‐bus, bike‐on‐rail services and bike parking at Metrorail stations. Track
numbers of customers served at bicycle stations and through bike‐sharing programs.
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IV. Network and Program Implementation Procedures
Prioritizing Proposed Facility Improvements
Appendix B provides lists of planned projects with locations and project descriptions. Existing and
planned facilities are depicted in the MTP Map document. The entire planned bikeway network is shown
in Figure A‐1 of this document. The Arlington Bicycle Advisory Committee and the BikeArlington staff
categorized all the planned projects as being either near‐, mid‐, or long‐term based upon their readiness
for implementation and assessed need. The near‐term projects were also rated as being either first (1) or
second (2) priority. Prioritizing projects remains a dynamic process that will evolve over time as the MTP
is implemented.
The Prioritizing Process and Criteria
Bikeway project priorities are periodically revaluated in conjunction with funding opportunities, such as
the Arlington CIP. Prioritization takes place through a formal process that involves Bicycle Advisory
Committee members, BikeArlington staff, and representatives of other agencies as appropriate. The
prioritization criteria in the text box below are to be considered in project scoring and ranking. While
these criteria are used to develop project priorities, public input is also considered in finalizing priorities.

Project Prioritization Criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Importance to bikeway network connectivity.
Safety needs and implications.
Estimated demand for usage.
Potential to attract new bicyclists.
Community support.
Cost relative to capital budget.
Ease of implementation, including
neighborhood, environmental clearance, and
need for additional right‐of‐way.
Availability and quality of existing alternative
routes/facilities.
Opportunity to achieve cost savings or easier
implementation through combination with
another project.

Reporting priorities to neighboring jurisdictions, State and regional transportation planning agencies can
allow planned projects to take advantage of proximate roadway work by other area agencies.

Implementation
The BikeArlington program is responsible for implementing the policies and strategies in this document
to ensure that bicycling accommodations and considerations are appropriately integrated into land
development and regional transportation plans. The program also manages the design and construction
of bicycling improvements undertaken by the County and works with the agencies responsible for
projects not controlled directly by the County. Coordination amongst County agencies, especially
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agencies such as Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Resources (PRCR); Police; Community Planning,
Housing and Development (CPHD); and Arlington Public Schools (APS) is essential. For example, PRCR
maintains Arlington’s trails and is involved in bicycle promotion and recreation. The Police Department is
responsible for traffic law enforcement and crash reporting. CPHD directs neighborhood and sector
planning, zoning, and development review. APS is responsible for guiding Safe Routes to School
initiatives, providing safety education, and addressing school transportation issues. Coordination with
neighborhood‐based and business associations is also important for successful project implementation.
Staff
As of 2008, the County applies the equivalent of one to one‐and‐a‐half full‐time employees for staff to
implement BikeArlington activities. This work includes developing and managing projects, encouraging
bicycling, and educating people about bicycling. Additionally, other staff members work on projects and
activities that are bicycle‐related, such as: 1) managing multimodal projects that include bicycle facilities
and elements; 2) conducting promotional activities related to bicycling; and 3) working on safety,
maintenance, traffic operations, and other multimodal transportation activities. Staffing is required to
develop the large projects that enhance the bikeway network, as well as review all street improvement
projects, increase the amount and quality of bicycle parking, enable bicycle safety education efforts and
initiate the many encouragement activities that build the bicycle culture. The pace of project
implementation will largely be governed by the staff and financial resources available to the program.
Significant increases in the annual number of projects implemented will require additional staff resources.
The County benefits from volunteer assistance with bike counts, facility inspections, educational efforts,
and other activities.
Project Implementation Mechanisms
Bicycle facility projects will continue to be implemented in a variety of ways. Many will be done as
opportunities arise, such as street resurfacing or rehabilitation projects, while others will be implemented
as independent bicycle improvements. Some projects may be developed for both bicyclists and
pedestrians and as part of “Complete Street” efforts. Bicycle accommodations and considerations are
routinely considered in the planning and scoping phases of new projects in Arlington County. To avoid
missed opportunities, planned facilities may be implemented in a piece‐meal manner.
Providing high‐quality bicycle facilities is a priority when considering improvements to the streets in the
bikeway network. However, some streets in this network are also significant for other modes’ networks.
In situations where limited right‐of‐way exists to adequately accommodate the highest‐quality facility for
each user group, the priorities of each mode will be considered on a case‐by‐case basis and balanced as
much as possible. This balancing will consider the overall MTP goals and the need to complete the
bikeway network for certain modes. Typically bike lanes and shared‐use‐lanes “sharrows” are created by
reallocating roadway space from overly‐wide travel lanes. Alternatively, on‐street bicycle improvements
may be provided by reducing the number of travel or parking lanes. Impacts upon traffic flow, safety and
community welfare are all considered in deciding whether existing lane area can be reallocated.
Regional Coordination
Many of the arterial roads within Arlington are under Federal or State managment and are not directly
subject to County policy. As a result, many bicycle projects will be implemented by or in conjunction with
other agencies. In addition, large areas of Arlington, and several key travel routes, are under the control
of Federal agencies such as the Department of Defense. It is critical that Arlington staff continue to
coordinate closely with regional, state, and federal agencies to ensure that projects undertaken by these
agencies contribute to the completion of the Arlington bikeway network. Arlington staff will also work
Arlington Master Transportation Plan – Bicycle Element –July 2008
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closely with neighboring jurisdictions on bicycling‐related improvements within those jurisdictions that
are of particular interest to Arlingtonians.
Funding
In both the areas of capital improvements and maintenance, an adequate amount of funding needs to be
available to ensure regular progress toward achieving the bicycle objectives of the MTP. The County
works to identify new sources of funding to implement bicycle‐related projects and programs and seeks
to maximize the amount of Federal, State and private funding that can be leveraged by local dollars.
Funding decisions will be made by the Arlington County Board as part of the Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) and the annual budget processes.
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APPENDIX A –CONTEXT AND BICYCLE FACILITY
DEFINITIONS
Existing Facilities and Services
Arlington’s first plan for bikeways (the Master Bikeways Plan) was adopted in 1974 and called for the
development of a network of bicycle facilities. Since that time, the County has worked with the National
Park Service (NPS), Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), and Northern Virginia Regional Park
Authority (NVRPA) to develop and manage a system of trails and on‐road bikeways that extends
throughout the County.
Arlington’s bikeway network was developed to provide a safe and convenient bicycling environment for
transportation and recreation. The bikeway network is intended to provide access to the Potomac River
bridges, Metrorail stations, and local and regional employment, retail, recreation, and government
centers. Complementing the bikeway network are Arlington’s neighborhood streets (which are generally
bicycle‐friendly because of low traffic speeds and volumes), public bicycle parking accommodations, and
bicycle access to bus and rail public transit systems. Arlington’s relatively small size (26 square miles)
means that trips that begin and end in Arlington are short. Because the bicycle has its greatest advantage,
relative to other transportation modes, for short trips (less than 5 miles), there is great potential for
increasing bicycling in Arlington.
Existing Bikeways
As of 2008, Arlington has 113 miles of designated bikeways (see
Figure A‐1, and the MTP Map), comprising 46 miles of off‐street
shared‐use paths, 24 miles of bicycle lanes, and 43 miles of
signed on‐street bicycle routes. The hundreds of miles of local
and arterial streets that are not specifically designated
“bikeway” are also available for bicyclists’ use.
The Arlington “bikeway network” includes those designated on‐
street facilities, signed routes, and off‐street trails that achieve at
least one of the following:
• Serve the most important and well‐used bicycle
transportation corridors.
• Provide access to the most popular destinations within
and immediately outside the County.
• Provide direct linkages between other bikeways.
• Provide access to all neighborhoods within the County.
The “bikeway network” is supplemented by the hundreds of
miles of streets that are available for bicycling but have not been
specifically designated with special signage, markings, or other
treatments that designate them as bikeways. Arlington’s
secondary residential and commercial streets, in particular, serve
as bicycle transportation routes that supplement the bikeway network by feeding and distributing
bicyclists to and from the primary bikeways.
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Figure A‐1: Proposed Bikeway Network
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Intermodal Bike‐Transit Accommodations and Services
All Metrobuses and Arlington Transit (ART) buses are equipped with front‐mounted racks that can carry
two bicycles at no extra charge to customers. Metrorail allows bicycles to be taken onboard trains on
weekends as well as on weekdays before 7:00 a.m., between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., and after 7:00 p.m.
Select Metrorail stations provide bicycle parking using various combinations of equipment, including bike
racks for short‐term parking and lockers for long‐term parking needs. Of Arlington’s 11 Metrorail stations
only the Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, Arlington Cemetery, and Pentagon stations lack
bike parking. However, the quality, quantity, and degree of security and weather protection of the bicycle
parking vary from station to station.
Bike Parking
Over the past two decades, Arlington County has given greater
attention to providing high‐quality bicycle parking facilities.
Arlington negotiates with site plan developers to provide secure
bicycle parking for employees and visitors (see Appendix D for
details). A site plan condition encouraging the provision of
showers and changing facilities in office buildings has been
generally included in site plans since 1993. Similarly, high‐
quality bicycle parking has become a standard element of
County facility, school, and park construction projects. In the
late 1990s, about 300 bike racks were installed at County
facilities and in commercial areas. The County continues to
install new bike racks in commercial areas and public facilities as
needed. However, some locations, such as small commercial
establishments, by‐right developments, and older buildings, continue to have insufficient secure bicycle
parking, particularly those destinations with limited adjacent public right‐of‐way.

Bicycling Conditions
General Safety
On average, about 50 Arlington bicyclists are injured annually in crashes with motor vehicles (see Table
A‐1). Bicycle fatalities, however, are quite rare (only one since 1986). The Rosslyn Circle area, where the
Mount Vernon and Custis trails converge, remains the location with the highest frequency of bicycle
crashes. While crash statistics show that, overall, Arlington is a safe place for bicycling, the fear of
interaction with motor vehicle traffic remains a primary reason why many people do not travel more
often by bicycle.
Table A‐1: Reported Arlington Bicycle Crashes with Motor Vehicles (1997‐2006)
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
55
54
46
41
30
48
24
50

2005
43

2006
53

On‐Street Bicycling Conditions
The Arlington street system was largely built decades ago without much thought for bicyclists’ needs.
Recently, bicyclists’ interests have received greater attention in roadway planning, operation and design.
While the County’s neighborhood streets are generally bicycle friendly, arterial roads vary in their
suitability. Factors that determine suitability for bicycling include the speed and volume of traffic and the
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provision of operating space or exclusive facilities for bicyclists. Generally the lower the operating speed
of motor vehicles, the greater the opportunity for safe bicycling in a shared lane. Some roads provide
ample width for comfortable use by both bicyclists and motorists. Others, such as portions of Old
Dominion Drive and Columbia Pike, are unpleasant for bicycling because of their limited travel lane
width and high traffic volumes. With employment, shopping, and housing becoming increasingly
concentrated in the Rosslyn‐Ballston, Jefferson Davis Highway, Columbia Pike and Lee Highway
corridors, there is a greater need for better bicycle access to those areas via the primary streets.
Trail Conditions
Arlington’s multi‐use trails are extremely popular and their popularity with cyclists and non‐cyclists
continues to increase. The greater demand and mix of users sometimes creates conflict. Increased levels of
bicycling and existing safety concerns may necessitate that certain shared‐use trails be widened and new
trails constructed. Moreover, older shared‐use trails, such as the Arlington Boulevard paths and the Custis
Trail, require major renovations to make them safer and more attractive. Some trail widening is already
under way, and an educational program that promotes user safety is ongoing. Educational efforts include:
trail safety messages and etiquette guidance on Arlington bicycle and trail maps on the WALKArlington
(www.WALKArlington.com) and BikeArlington (www.BikeArlington.com) Web sites, in bicycling and
walking brochures, and through signs posted at select locations along various trails.
Barriers
Despite having some of the most extensive and well‐designed bicycle facilities in the region, the full
potential for bicycling in Arlington remains significantly constrained by substantial physical barriers.
These barriers include—
• Shirley Highway (I‐395).
• George Washington Memorial Parkway (GWMP).
• VA Route 110.
• Arlington Boulevard (U.S. 50).
• Washington Boulevard (U.S. 27).
• Fort Myer.
• The Pentagon.
• Arlington National Cemetery.
• Army‐Navy Country Club.
• Arlington Hall.
While some improvements have been made to improve access across the GWMP, Arlington Boulevard,
and Potomac River bridges over the past 25 years, these barriers continue to make bicycle travel between
certain parts of Arlington and the District of Columbia very difficult. Bicyclists are often faced with
choosing between an indirect, time‐consuming route and a faster, but less safe route.
North‐south bicycle travel is also difficult. Viable bicycle routes are limited because there are few through
streets in this direction and exceptionally heavy traffic and narrow roadways on the two primary arterials
that do serve this direction of travel ‐ George Mason Drive and Glebe Road. The Mount Vernon Trail and
Washington and Old Dominion (W&OD)/Four Mile Run trails provide valuable north‐south bicycle
access that helps to offset the constraints of the street system.
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Existing Bicycle Information and Promotion Programs
BikeArlington
BikeArlington, a bicycle promotion program operated by the County distributes thousands of bikeway
system maps and informational brochures annually. This program conducts the annual Bike‐to‐Work and
Community Bike Ride events. It also coordinates
with neighboring and regional bicycle advocacy,
promotion, and safety education efforts.
Access to information about bicycling is relatively
easy to obtain on the BikeArlington Web site.
However, non‐English‐speaking bicyclists and
those who do not have access to a computer may
currently have some difficulty learning about bicycle transportation options and support programs.
Safe Routes to School Initiative
In 1999, Arlington established a Safe Routes to School program to
provide greater safety for students traveling to and from
Arlington’s schools. The program includes education,
encouragement, engineering, and enforcement elements.
Currently, bicycle safety is only addressed in the high schools,
where the physical education curriculum for all students
includes training in bicycle riding, and elective physical
education and recreation courses are offered as well.
Who Bicycles?
As is the case in most communities, bicycling data is not
plentiful. The County and other agencies that own and manage
bicycle facilities, including the NPS, the NVRPA, and VDOT
collect little data of this type. The Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments (COG) and the U.S. Census provide the
most available data. Following is a summary based on these
available sources.
Bicycle Commuting
While extremely limited with respect to bicycling and walking, U.S. Census 2000 Journey to Work data
provides the beginning of a baseline on bicycle use.1 Based on this data, less than 1 percent (0.69 percent)
of working Arlingtonians bicycle to work (see Table A‐2). Because of the shortcomings of this data,
however, it can safely be assumed that the rate of bicycle use for both commuting and overall
transportation is higher.
One important attribute of U.S. Census data is that it can be used to compare Arlington with other
jurisdictions, since it is consistent across the country. Table A‐2 shows how Arlington compares with
other jurisdictions in this region and with select communities around the United States that are known
1

This number does not include trips made by the following people: those who are 15 and under, those who are unemployed or underemployed, those
who sometimes bike to work but not regularly, those who bicycle to transit, and those who use bicycles for non‐work trips. Moreover, it is based solely
on reported travel patterns for a single weeklong period in March, a low bicycle activity month in the mid‐Atlantic region.
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for their high levels of bicycle activity and public support for non‐motorized transportation. Nationwide,
the 2000 Census reported that 0.38 percent of workers bike to work and 2.9 percent walk. In U.S. urban
areas, 0.9 percent bike to work and 9.5 percent walk.

Table A-2: Commute Mode for Arlington, Other Area Jurisdictions, and Select U.S. Cities
Washington Area
Jurisdictions

Number of
Workers

Walk

Bicycle

Public
Transportation

Motor
Vehicle

Washington, D.C.

260,884

11.8%

1.2%

33.2%

49.4%

Arlington

116,046

5.6%

0.7%

23.3%

66.4%

Baltimore City

249,373

7.1%

0.3%

19.5%

70.0%

Montgomery County

455,331

1.9%

0.3%

12.6%

79.9%

Prince George’s County

397,403

2.2%

0.2%

11.9%

83.0%

Loudoun County

92,315

1.2%

0.1%

1.5%

91.4%

Prince William County

150,526

1.4%

0.1%

3.1%

91.5%

Fairfax County

527,464

1.3%

0.1%

7.3%

86.5%

Baltimore County

373,496

2.0%

0.1%

4.0%

90.5%

Select Jurisdictions

Workers

Walk

Bicycle

Boulder, CO
Madison, WI
Portland, OR
Cambridge, MA
Evanston, IL

53,828
119,707
270,996
54,959
37,655

9.0%
10.7%
5.2%
24.4%
11.7%

6.9%
3.2%
1.8%
3.9%
1.7%

Public
Transportation
8.3%
7.2%
12.3%
25.1%
18.4%

Motor
Vehicle
68.5%
75.3%
75.5%
40.4%
61.7%

Source: U.S. Census, Year 2000 data.

Bicycling in the Region
In addition to census data, information collected in COG cordon
counts and the Commuter Connections State of the Commute Survey
provide clues to bicycle usage trends in the Washington metropolitan
region. The 2007 Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan for the National Capital
Region reports, “The number of bicyclists entering the Metro core has
grown steadily from 474 in 1986 to 1379 in 2002. The number of cyclists
crossing the Potomac River bridges grew from 317 in 1986 to 525 in
2002. Bicycle traffic into the Arlington section of the Metro core
increased from 409 to 645 bicyclists between 1999 and 2002 . . .
indicating that more people are bicycling to destinations, probably
employment, within Arlington in the morning.”
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Bicyclists and Metrorail
Bicyclists’ use of Metrorail stations was studied through a 2002 survey of Metrorail passengers conducted
by WMATA. Additionally, Arlington County staff conducted a survey of bicycle rack usage at select
Arlington Metrorail stations in 2005. WMATA found that, system‐wide, 0.31 percent of passengers arrived
at Metro stations by bicycle, which equated to about 2,000 bike trips daily out of 650,000 daily Metrorail
trips. Arlington’s 11 stations accounted for 245 of these trips, or 12 percent.2 In 2005 counts, the County
found the greatest use of bicycle parking racks to be at the East Falls Church and Ballston stations at 89
and 47, respectively. Demand at several stations, including Rosslyn, Ballston and Crystal City, often
exceeds the supply of available working racks. Currently, few of the racks are weather‐protected.
The most current bicycle usage data available for this plan was gathered in the fall of 2005, by means of a
self‐selecting online questionnaire conducted as a part of the Master Transportation Plan process.3 Of the
nearly 800 people who completed the survey, 38 percent reported that they use a bicycle for
transportation frequently or occasionally. The same survey found that bicycle lanes and multiuse trails
were cited among the top three most enjoyable aspects of traveling in Arlington.

The Master Planning Process
The Bicycle Element of the Master Transportation Plan is based on an effort begun in 2004 to update the
1994 Arlington Bicycle Transportation Plan. In October 2005, the Bicycle Advisory Committee and staff
began integrating the draft bicycle plan into the multimodal master transportation planning process
initiated by the County in 2005, resulting in this document.
Coordination of Arlington’s plan with neighboring jurisdictions was undertaken in two ways: 1) through
direct staff liaison, and 2) by the Bicycle Technical Subcommittee of the National Capital Region
Transportation Planning Board (TPB). Concurrently with Arlington’s MTP planning process, the TPB has
updated the regional bicycle and pedestrian long‐range plan. Arlington’s Bicycle Element and the
multimodal MTP both informed and were informed by the regional planning effort.

Bikeway Facility Definitions
For the purposes of this Bicycle Element of the MTP, components of Arlington’s bicycle network are
defined below.
Bikeway – Any street or shared‐use trail facility that the County has specifically designated through
signs and/or markings for bicycle travel, whether exclusive or shared.
Shared‐Use Trail – A facility for the exclusive use of non‐motorized travel that is physically separated
from motorized traffic by an open space either within the street right‐of‐way or within an independent
right‐of‐way.
Bicycle Lane – A portion of a roadway that has been legally designated for the exclusive use of bicyclists
or individuals with disabilities using human‐powered or motorized chairs/scooters, and indicated by
signage, striping, and other pavement markings. Color may be added to bicycle lanes to highlight their
presence particularly in locations with a high degree of conflict between motor vehicles and bicycles.

2

This survey found that three of Arlington’s Metrorail stations reported no passengers accessing the station by bicycle: Ronald Reagan Washington
National Airport, National Cemetery, and the Pentagon. While this may not be completely accurate, these stations have no bicycle parking provided.

3

Questionnaires were also collected at a variety of public meetings held in conjunction with the master plan process.
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Bicycle Route – A series of streets that has been designated by the installation of signs to direct bicycle
travel through selected corridors or to specified destinations. A bicycle route includes streets where
bicyclists share the travel space with motor vehicle traffic.
Bicycle Boulevard – A neighborhood street that has been retrofitted to encourage use by cross‐County
bicycle traffic. A bicycle boulevard is shared with motorists but provides priority to bicycle traffic
through the use of various markings and traffic calming treatments. Using traditional traffic calming
devices, motor vehicle traffic is slowed to a speed of 15–
25 mph, closer to the speed of most bicyclists. In some
cases non‐local motor vehicle traffic may also be
discouraged using a variety of methods (such as entry
prohibitions, or traffic diverters) that also reduce cut‐
through traffic. Stop signs and signals on the bicycle
boulevard are limited except where they aid bicyclists in
crossing busy streets.
Bicycle boulevards are generally too narrow to install a
bicycle lane or have such low vehicle volumes that a
bike lane is unnecessary. Direct, cross‐town routes are
preferable for use by bicyclists.
Bicycle Box – A marked area at an intersection that is reserved for bicyclists to use while waiting for a
traffic signal light to change from red to green. The box is designed for exclusive use by bicyclists and
typically placed between the traffic lane stop bar and the crosswalk. The box may also be marked
between vehicular through lanes and left‐turn lanes to provide left‐turning bicyclists with a safe standing
area while waiting for a suitable gap in oncoming traffic.
Shared‐Lane Marking or “Sharrow” – The shared‐lane marking consists
of two white chevron stripes and the bicycle symbol typically used to
mark bicycle lanes. This marking is primarily for use on arterial or
collector streets that are too narrow to add full bicycle lanes. They
indicate to bicyclists and motorists that the lane is to be shared by both
users. They are installed on the right side of the traffic lane. They are
most effective in travel lanes that are 12–14 feet wide, i.e., where some
space is available for bicyclists to operate on the right side of moving
vehicles. They can also be used to provide continuity and route marking
for bicyclists in situations where the pavement being marked is shared
with motor vehicles.
Bike Station – A secure bicycle parking facility that serves a large
number (50 or more) of bicycles. Bicycle parking is provided within a
large weather‐protected structure that is often operated by an attendant.
Other amenities for bicyclists may include bicycle repair service,
accessory sales, restrooms, maps, and information displays. Bike stations
are typically constructed at rail stations and in high‐density commercial centers.

Bicycle Racks, Bicycle Lockers, and Storage Facilities – Defined in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX B – BIKEWAY FACILITY PROJECT LISTS
The projects included in the following tables constitute the Bikeway Network improvements currently
envisioned to occur by the year 2030. Over time the project lists may be amended to reflect changes in
the network vision including the addition, modification or deletion of certain projects. Only the projects
listed in Table B‐1 were funded at the time of this plan’s adoption in July 2008. Actual prioritization and
funding decisions will be made on an annual basis by the County Board. Unless indicated otherwise, all
projects to be implemented by Arlington.
Table B‐1. Funded Projects
Project

Title

Description

1‐1

Arlington Blvd. –
South Side Trail and
North Side Trail
Improvements

Construct a new trail on the south side of Arlington Boulevard between Pershing
Drive and N. Rolfe Street as part of the reconstruction of Arlington Boulevard in
the vicinity of 10th Street N. and N. Courthouse Road (0.7 mile). Upgrade the
existing North Side Trail between Rolfe Street and Pershing Drive. (0.5 mile)

1‐2

Arlington Boulevard,
South Side Trail
Extension Study

Investigate the feasibility of extending the east side/south side trail to
Washington Boulevard and continuing the trail south along Washington
Boulevard to 2nd Street S. and Columbia Pike.

1‐3

Boundary Channel
Bridge Underpass
Trails

Connect to the Potomac shoreline and the Mount Vernon Trail via an underpass
of the George Washington Memorial Parkway (GWMP) “Humpback” bridge.
Link to a proposed trail (see project 2‐7) around the Boundary Channel basin and
through the Pentagon reservation to Columbia Pike. (NPS) (0.5 mile)

1‐4

Crystal Drive and
Potomac Ave. Bike
Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes on Crystal Drive, from existing lanes at 23rd Street to the
junction with Potomac Ave. Continue bike lanes on Potomac Ave. to Four Mile
Run and the trail linking into Alexandria. (0.9 mile)

1‐5

Four Mile Run Trail–
Shirley Highway
Crossing

Make a trail link between the S. Glebe/W. Glebe intersection and the Shirlington
area trails across Shirley Highway (I‐395). Construct grade‐separated crossings of
I‐395 and W. Glebe Road, in the vicinity of Four Mile Run. (0.5 mile)

1‐6

S. Joyce St. Bike Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes on Joyce Street between Columbia Pike and 15th St. (0.7 mile)

1‐7

Metro Station Bike
Parking Enhancement

Enhance bicycle parking at the Rosslyn, Ballston, Clarendon, and Pentagon City
Metro stations, including a bike station at the Ballston station.

1‐8

Old Dominion Dr.
Bike Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes between Lee Highway and 26th Street N. (0.4 mile)

1‐9

Old Jefferson Davis
Highway Bike Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes on the reconstructed Old Jefferson Davis Highway between
12th Street S. and the intersection with Boundary Channel Drive. Include
connections to the park and recreation facilities in the North Tract. (0.6 mile)

1‐10

Rosslyn Circle Area
Improvements – Street
Level

Make improvements recommended in the Rosslyn Circle Study, including
widening the trail between Oak Street and Fort Myer Drive, and improvements
at Fort Myer and N. Lynn Street. (Arlington, NPS, VDOT) (0.1 mile)

1‐11

Route 110 South Trail
Paving

Pave an existing informal trail that provides access to the Pentagon from
Memorial Drive and Memorial Bridge. (Arlington, NPS) (0.7 mile)

1‐12

Washington Blvd.
Trail – West Side Trail

Construct a trail parallel to Washington Boulevard to link the existing Arlington
Boulevard Trail with Columbia Pike, near the proposed Hoffman‐Boston
Connector bicycle route and trail. Include a connection to Towers Park. (1.0 mile)
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Table B‐2. Planned Trail Projects.

Project

Time
Frame

Priority

Title

Description

2‐1

Near Term

1

Arlington National
Cemetery Wall Trail

Construct a trail parallel to the east wall of Arlington
Cemetery to link Southgate Road, near the Navy
Annex, to Memorial Drive. The trail could also utilize
an existing pedestrian underpass to provide access
across Washington Boulevard to the Pentagon.
(Arlington, NPS, DOD) (1.2 miles)

2‐2

Near Term

1

Bluemont Park to Upton
Hill Park Trail

2‐3

Near Term

1

Columbia Pike Parallel
Bike Routes

Construct a 10‐foot‐wide, paved trail adjacent to
Wilson Boulevard from the W&OD and Four Mile
Run trails in Bluemont Park, past Ashlawn School,
the Dominion Hills Recreation Association Pool,
Powhattan Springs Park, and into Upton Hill
Regional Park to facilitate non‐motorized access to
these recreational and school facilities. (Arlington,
NVRPA) (0.7 mile)
Develop parallel bike routes along 9th Street S. and
12th Street S. between Quincy and Wayne streets,
consistent with the adopted Columbia Pike Plan. The
facility will mostly be an on‐street route although
some new sections of street or trail will be required to
link across gaps. (4.3 miles)

2‐4

Near Term

1

Custis (I‐66) Trail
Renovation

Renovate trail sections with asphalt cracking and
washout, and, where feasible, widen the Custis Trail
to 12 feet. The improvements will reduce trail user
conflicts and prevent safety problems caused by
deterioration of the trail surface. (Arlington, VDOT)
(3.7 miles)

2‐5

Near Term

1

Four Mile Run Trail
Widening (North)

The Four Mile Run Trail should be widened to 12 feet
and straightened in the East Falls Church Park. The
trail widening would reduce trail‐user conflicts and
reduce pavement damage caused by utility and
maintenance vehicles. (Arlington, NVRPA) (0.2 mile)

2‐6

Near Term

1

North Tract–Mount
Vernon Trail
Connection

Construct a trail to link the North Tract park and trail
facilities to the Mount Vernon Trail via an overpass
of the George Washington Memorial Parkway.
(Arlington, NPS) (0.2 mile)

2‐7

Near Term

1

Pentagon Area Trail

Designate and construct an on‐ and off‐street
bikeway to link Columbia Pike at S. Rolfe Street with
Southgate Road, the Pentagon, and Boundary Drive.
At Boundary Drive, a connection would be made to
the trail and underpass (project 1‐3) that leads to the
Mount Vernon Trail and the 14th Street Bridge. The
project would provide a safer and more direct route
for commuting through federal property. (Arlington,
DOD, NPS, VDOT) (1.8 miles)
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Project

Time
Frame

Priority

Title

Description

2‐8

Near Term

1

W&OD Crossing at
Columbia Pike

Improve at‐grade crossing, examining alternatives
including under/overpasses (grade separation),
medians, signal timing, etc. (0.1 mile)

2‐9

Near Term

1

W&OD Crossing at
Shirlington Road

Improve at‐grade crossings, examining alternatives
including under/overpasses (grade separation),
medians, signal timing, etc. (0.1 mile)

2‐10

Near Term

1

Arlington Boulevard
Trail Renovation

Deteriorated sections of the Arlington Boulevard
Trail would be renovated to extend facility life and
improve user safety. Portions could be redesigned as
a bicycle boulevard. (Arlington, VDOT) (2.0 miles)

2‐11

Near Term

2

Clarendon Connector

Create an on‐ and off‐street connector of the Fairfax
Drive bike lanes to the Wilson and Clarendon
Boulevard bike lanes via Clarendon Circle. (0.2 mile)

2‐12

Near Term

2

Fairfax Drive Trail
Connectors

Reconstruct Fairfax Drive west of N. Glebe Road to
improve access to the Bluemont Junction and Custis
trails, through wider sidewalk/trails, and improved
ramps and signage. (0.2 miles)

2‐13

Near Term

2

Four Mile Run Trail
Widening (South)

Widen the Four Mile Run Trail to 12 feet in the area
between W. Glebe Road and W. Eads Street. The trail
widening would reduce trail‐user conflicts and
reduce pavement damage caused by utility and
maintenance vehicles. (1.3 miles)

2‐14

Near Term

2

Four Mile Run and
W&OD Trail Connector

Construct a connector trail along the west sidewalk of
the Shirlington Road to connect the Four Mile Run to
the W&OD Trail. Includes widening of the bridge
deck for the Shirlington Road bridge over Four Mile
Run. (Arlington, NVRPA) (0.1 mile)

2‐15

Near Term

2

N. Harrison St to Custis
Trail Connector

Construct a connector trail from N. Harrison Street to
the Custis Trail utilizing available public right‐of‐
way. (0.1 mile)

2‐16

Midterm

TBD

Four Mile Run Bridge

Construct a bike/pedestrian bridge over Four Mile
Run that will link S. Eads Street to Commonwealth
Ave. and connect the two trails paralleling Four Mile
Run on the Arlington and Alexandria sides of the
stream. (Arlington, Alexandria) (0.2 mile)

2‐17

Midterm

TBD

Four Mile Run Trail
Relocation ‐ Columbia
Pike to George Mason
Drive – Study

Conduct a study of relocating or adding a segment of
the Four Mile Trail on the west side of Four Mile Run
between Columbia Pike and George Mason Drive.

2‐18

Midterm

TBD

Hoffman‐Boston
Connector

Construct a trail along the edges of the Hoffman‐
Boston School and Army Navy Country Club
properties to link Columbia Pike and Army Navy
Drive, using an existing driveway underpass of
Shirley Highway (I‐395). The trail would link to
Columbia Pike (and project 13) via a bicycle route
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Project

Time
Frame

Priority

Title

Description
along S. Queen Street, 12th Street S., and S. Quinn
Street. An alternative alignment may bridge from the
Arlington View neighborhood to Arlington Ridge
Road via new and existing overpasses of I‐395 ramps.
(Arlington, VDOT) (0.7 mile)

2‐19

Midterm

TBD

Iwo Jima Memorial
Connection to the
Theodore Roosevelt
Bridge

Include a connection from the Theodore Roosevelt
Bridge to the Iwo Jima Memorial roadway in a
reconstruction of the bridge. This connection would
improve access to Rosslyn and the Fort Myer Heights
neighborhood. (Arlington, DC, NPS) (0.9 mile).

2‐20

Midterm

TBD

Lyon Village–Custis
Trail Upgrade

Upgrade intersection of Custis Trail access ramp at
the north end of the Lyon Village Shopping Center.
(0.2 mile)

2‐21

Midterm

TBD

Mount Vernon Trail
Extension from N.
Randolph Street to the
Arlington County Line

Extend the Mount Vernon Trail from its current
terminus at Theodore Roosevelt Island using existing
trails, bike lanes, and proposed bike lanes in
Arlington. Construct a short segment of trail between
N. Randolph Street and the Fairfax line, following an
existing sanitary sewer easement near Pimmit Run.
(Arlington, NPS) (0.2 mile)

2‐22

Midterm

TBD

Mount Vernon Trail
Widening

Widening of the Mount Vernon shared‐use trail
between the Roosevelt Island Bridge over the George
Washington Memorial Parkway and the Four Mile
Run Trail (NPS) (4.8 miles)

2‐23

Midterm

TBD

Potomac Yard–Four Mile
Run Trail Connector

Construct trail from the existing Four Mile Run Trail
in the Potomac Yard to the planned bike lanes on
Potomac Ave. (0.1 mile)

2‐24

Midterm

TBD

Roosevelt Bridge to
Mount Vernon Trail

Construct a trail to link the sidewalk along the south
side of the Roosevelt Bridge directly to the Mount
Vernon Trail. (DC, NPS) (0.2 mile)

2‐25

Midterm

TBD

Rosslyn Circle Area
Improvements – Tunnel

Make area improvements consistent with the
recommendations in the Rosslyn Circle Study,
including the construction of a tunnel under Lynn
Street near the intersection of Lee Highway.
(Arlington, NPS, VDOT) (0.1 mile )

2‐26

Midterm

TBD

Route 110 North Trail
Renovation

The existing trail around Arlington Cemetery would
be upgraded between Marshall Drive and Memorial
Drive to reduce user conflicts and improve safety.
(Arlington, NPS) (0.4 mile)

2‐27

Midterm

TBD

Washington Boulevard
Sidewalk Upgrade

Widen the existing Washington Boulevard sidewalk
between Memorial Circle and the Pentagon to meet
trail standards. The trail would link with other
Pentagon area trails. (Arlington, DC, NPS, VDOT)
(1.2 miles)
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Project

Time
Frame

Priority

Title

Description

2‐28

Midterm

TBD

W&OD Crossing at
George Mason Drive

Improve at‐grade crossings, examining alternatives
including grade separation, medians, signal timing,
etc. (Arlington, NVRPA) (0.1 mile)

2‐29

Midterm

TBD

W&OD Crossing at
Walter Reed

Improve at‐grade crossings, examining alternatives
including under/overpasses, medians, signal timing,
etc. (Arlington, NVRPA) (0.1 mile)

2‐30

Midterm

TBD

W&OD Realignment at
East Falls Church

Realign W&OD from Brandymore Castle to Van
Buren (east of Sycamore underpass) (blind curves
need rebuilding from flooding, 90‐degree turn, too
much pavement). (Arlington, NVRPA) (0.2 mile)

2‐31

Midterm

TBD

W&OD Trail Crossing at
Lee Highway

Improve at‐grade crossings, examining alternatives
including under/overpasses, signal timing, etc.
(Arlington/NVRPA) (0.1 mile)

2‐32

Long Term

TBD

Airport Viaduct
Connector

Provision of a shared‐use path connection from the
east end of Virginia Route 233 (Airport Viaduct) to
the Mount Vernon shared‐use path. (NPS) (0.3 mile)

2‐33

Long Term

TBD

Arlington Hall
Trail/Bike Route

Provide an east‐west connection between Glebe Road
at 2nd Street S. and S. Pershing Drive at Arlington
Boulevard. Use the existing George Mason Drive
underpass to traverse the Arlington Hall and connect
to the Arlington Boulevard bikeway and the Thomas
Jefferson Community Center via local streets.
(Arlington, Foreign Service Institute) (0.5 mile)

2‐34

Long Term

TBD

Bicycle/Pedestrian
Bridge Crossing Spout
Run

Construct a bicycle/pedestrian bridge, establishing a
Custis Trail to Mount Vernon Trail connection near
Lorcom Lane, to allow cyclists and pedestrians to
avoid crossing arterial highways at uncontrolled
intersections. Bridge would also enhance access to
Fort CF Smith park. (Arlington, NPS) (0.2 mile)

2‐35

Long Term

TBD

Chain Bridge Road Trail

Construct a trail along Chain Bridge Road from Glebe
Road to Fairfax County as part of a project that
improves roadway geometrics and provides
pedestrian accommodations. A shoulder or lane
would be minimally sufficient. (Arlington, Fairfax
County, VDOT) (0.4 mile)

2‐36

Long Term

TBD

Foxcroft‐Penrose
Connector

Construct a bicycle/pedestrian bridge over
Washington Boulevard Bridge north of Columbia
Pike to connect Foxcroft neighborhood to Penrose
and Towers Park. (0.3 mile)

2‐37

Long Term

TBD

Mount Vernon Trail–
Roosevelt Bridge
Connector

Construction of a connection between the
downstream side of the Roosevelt Bridge and the
Mount Vernon shared‐use path. (NPS, DC) (0.1 mile)

Note: Only projects considered to be near term have been prioritized. Mid‐ and long‐term projects will be prioritized
later.
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Table B‐3. On‐Street Facilities Including Bicycle Lanes, Routes, and Boulevards
The listed projects have been divided into three time‐frame categories (near term, midterm, and long
term) based upon the anticipated work that would be involved to implement each project. In actuality,
implementation of many projects will be tied to the schedules for street improvement projects ranging
from street resurfacing to reconstruction.
Project
Number

Time
Frame

Title

Description

3‐1

Near Term

14th/15th Street N.
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route along 15th and 14th streets N. linking the
Court House Metro station and government center with the
bicycle lanes on N. Rhodes Street. Where space permits, mark
a bicycle lane in the uphill direction. (0.5 mile)

3‐2

Near Term

15th and 16th Streets
N. Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route from the Westover shopping center to
Washington‐Lee High School and the Custis Trail along 16th
and 15th streets N. (1.6 miles)

3‐3

Near Term

15th Street S. Bicycle
Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows on S. 15th Street between the
bicycle lanes on S. Hayes Street and Crystal Drive. (0.6 mile)

3‐4

Near Term

18th Street S. Bicycle
Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes along S. 18th Street to connect the bicycle
lanes at S. Eads Street with Crystal Drive. (0.2 mile)

3‐5

Near Term

23rd Street S. Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route along 23rd Street S. from Army Navy
Drive to Crystal Drive. (1.3 miles)

3‐6

Near Term

Army Navy Drive
Bicycle Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes or mark sharrows along Army Navy
Drive between S. Glebe Road and 12th Street S. (2.4 miles)

3‐7

Near Term

N. Lynn Street Bicycle
Lane

Designate a bicycle lane along N. Lynn Street between Lee
Highway at Rosslyn Circle and Fairfax Drive south of
Arlington Boulevard. (0.5 mile)

3‐8

Near Term

Fairfax Drive Bike
Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes or mark sharrows along Fairfax Drive
along the south side of Arlington Boulevard between N. Rolfe
and N. Meade streets. (0.5 mile)

3‐9

Near Term

Fairfax Drive Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route along Fairfax Drive from N. Barton Street
to the Arlington Boulevard Trail. Include sharrows or bicycle
lanes. (0.3 miles)

3‐10

Near Term

Fort Myer Drive
Bicycle Lane

Designate a bicycle lane along Fort Myer Drive between Lee
Highway at Rosslyn Circle and Fairfax Drive south of
Arlington Boulevard. (0.5 mile)

3‐11

Near Term

Henderson Road/S.
Abingdon Street/3rd
Street/S. Wakefield
Street Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route that links the Buckingham area, at
Henderson Road and N. Glebe Road with Columbia Pike via
the Henderson Road, S. Abingdon Street, 3rd Street S., and S.
Wakefield Street. (1.5 miles)

3‐12

Near Term

Irving Street Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route on Irving Street between N. 6th Street and
S. 7th Street. (1.0 mile)

3‐13

Near Term

Kirkwood Road Bike
Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes on Kirkwood Road between the existing
lanes at Washington Boulevard to the existing bike lanes at
Fairfax Drive. (0.1 mile)
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3‐14

Near Term

Lee Highway
Sharrows

Mark sharrows on Lee Highway/Old Lee Highway between
N. Quincy and N. Culpepper streets. (1.1 miles)

3‐15

Near Term

N. Glebe Road Bike
Lanes

Mark bike lanes on N. Glebe Road between Old Dominion
Drive and Old Glebe Road. (1.4 miles)

3‐16

Near Term

Little Falls
Road/Westmoreland
Street Sharrows

Mark sharrows along Westmoreland Street and Little Falls
Road to link the W&OD Trail with Williamsburg Boulevard.
(0.5 mile)

3‐17

Near Term

Lyon Park–
Courthouse Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route from Long Branch Elementary School to
Key Elementary School along 1st Road N., N. Cleveland
Street, 3rd Street, and N. Barton Street. (1.3 miles)

3‐18

Near Term

Military Road
Sharrows

Mark sharrows on Military Road between Lee Highway and
Nelly Custis Drive. (0.5 mile)

3‐19

Near Term

N. Edison Street/4th
Street N. Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route along N. Edison and 4th Street to connect
the Bluemont Junction and Lubber Run trails. (0.5 mile)

3‐20

Near Term

N. Fillmore Street
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route along N. Fillmore Street from Arlington
Boulevard to Pershing Drive. (0.4 mile)

3‐21

Near Term

N. George Mason
Drive Bicycle Lanes or
Sharrows

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows on N. George Mason Drive
between Fairfax Drive and Lee Highway. (1.3 miles)

3‐22

Near Term

N. Jackson Street
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route on N. Jackson Street from 6th Street N. to
the bicycle lanes on Fairfax Drive. (0.3 mile)

3‐23

Near Term

N. Park Drive Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route along N. Park Drive from Arlington
Boulevard to N. Vermont Street. (0.9 mile)

3‐24

Near Term

N. Pershing Drive
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route along N. Pershing Drive between
Washington Boulevard and Henderson Road/ (1.4 miles)

3‐25

Near Term

N. Utah Street and
11th Street Bike Route

Sign a bicycle route from Old Lee Highway to Ballston via N.
Utah Street, 11th Street N., and Stafford Street. (1.2 miles)

3‐26

Near Term

N. Woodstock Street
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route along N. Woodstock Street between N.
Glebe Road and Lee Highway. (0.4 mile)

3‐27

Near Term

Shirlington Road/S.
Kenmore Street
Bicycle Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes or mark sharrows between
Shirlington and Walter Reed Drive. (1.0 mile)

3‐28

Near Term

S. Carlin Springs Road
Sharrows

Mark sharrows on S. Carlin Springs Road between Columbia
Pike and Arlington Boulevard. (1.0 mile)

3‐29

Near Term

S. Courthouse Road
Bicycle Lanes or
Sharrows

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows on S. Courthouse Road
between Washington Boulevard and 12th Street S. (0.7 mile)

3‐30

Near Term

S. Fern Street Bicycle
Route

Mark a bicycle route to link the Pentagon with an existing
bicycle route in Pentagon City on 18th Street S. (0.8 mile)

3‐31

Near Term

S. Joyce Street Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route along S. Joyce Street from 15th Street to
23rd Street. (0.6 mile)

3‐32

Near Term

S. Lynn Street /S.
Arlington Ridge Road
Bicycle Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows on S. Lynn Street and
Arlington Ridge Road to link the Four Mile Run Trail with
Army Navy Drive. (1.5 miles)
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3‐33

Near Term

S. Monroe Street
Bicycle Route

Sign a bicycle route between on S. Monroe Street from Walter
Reed Drive to 7th Street S. (0.9 mile)

3‐34

Near Term

Virginia Square–
Cherrydale Bicycle
Route

Sign a bicycle route that links the Virginia Square Metro
Station, Central Library, Quincy Park, the Custis Trail,
Arlington Science Focus School, and Cherrydale via a route
along N. Nelson, 14th and N. Monroe streets. (1.1 miles)

3‐35

Near Term

Walter Reed Drive
Bicycle Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes from S. Arlington Mill Drive to S.
Monroe Street. (0.5 mile)

3‐36

Near Term

Washington
Boulevard Sharrows

Mark sharrows on Washington Boulevard between N. Glebe
Road and Wilson Boulevard. (1.1 miles)

3‐37

Near Term

Williamsburg
Boulevard Bicycle
Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows on Williamsburg Boulevard
between the existing bicycle lanes at Westmoreland Street to
the Falls Church line. (0.3 mile)

3‐38

Near Term

Wilson Boulevard
Sharrows

Mark sharrows on Wilson Boulevard between N. Lynn Street
and the bicycle lanes at N. Oak Street. (0.2 mile)

3‐39

Midterm

10th Street N.
Sharrows

Mark sharrows on 10th Street between Washington
Boulevard and N. Barton Street. (0.3 mile)

3‐40

Midterm

22nd Street N. Bicycle
Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard along N. 22nd Street between
Lee Highway and N. Sycamore Street. (1.7 miles)

3‐41

Midterm

John Marshall
Drive/N. Ohio Street
Bicycle Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard along N. Ohio Street and John
Marshall Drive between 26th Street N. and Washington
Boulevard. (0.6 mile)

3‐42

Midterm

Lee Highway Bicycle
Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes along both sides of Lee Highway
between N. Lynn and N. Quincy streets. (2.1 miles)

3‐43

Midterm

N. 26th Street Bicycle
Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard on 26th Street between
Westmoreland Street and Old Dominion Drive. (2.3 miles)

3‐45

Midterm

N. Harrison Street
Bicycle Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard on N. Harrison Street between
the Bluemont Junction Trail and Williamsburg Boulevard.
Use bike lanes or sharrows on the arterial sections. (2.7 miles)

3‐45

Midterm

N. Abingdon Street
Bicycle Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard on N. Abingdon Street between
Glebe Elementary School and the Custis Trail. (0.4 mile)

3‐46

Midterm

S. 2nd Street Bicycle
Boulevard

Develop a bicycle boulevard along S. 2nd Street between S.
Glebe Road and Fort Myer. (1.0 mile)

3‐47

Midterm

Washington
Boulevard Wide Curb
Lanes/Sharrows

Incorporate wide curb lanes in the street improvements for
Washington Boulevard between Sycamore Street and Glebe
Road. (1.7 miles)

3‐48

Long Term

10th Street N. Bicycle
Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes on 10th Street between Fairfax Drive
and Washington Boulevard. (0.3 mile)

3‐49

Long Term

Glebe Road–Chain
Bridge Connection

Any potential widening of Glebe Road should include paved
shoulders, particularly for the uphill direction. (0.4 mile)

3‐50

Long Term

Columbia Pike Bike
Lanes

Develop bike lanes on Columbia Pike consistent with the
adopted Columbia Pike Street Space Plan. (2.3 miles)
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3‐51

Long Term

N. Carlin Springs
Road Bicycle Lanes

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows along N. Carlin Springs Road
from Arlington Boulevard to N. Glebe Road. (1.3 miles)

3‐52

Long Term

N. Glebe Road Bike
Lanes or Sharrows

Mark bike lanes or sharrows where space permits, on Glebe
Road between Henderson Road and Woodstock St. (1.4 miles)

3‐53

Long Term

N. Sycamore
Street/Roosevelt Street
Bicycle Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes on Sycamore and Roosevelt streets
between the Falls Church line and Williamsburg Boulevard.
(1.5 miles)

3‐54

Long Term

S. Eads Street Bike
Lanes

Stripe bike lanes along S. Eads Street, between the existing
lanes at 23rd Street S. and 18th Street S. (0.3 mile)

3‐55

Long Term

Walter Reed Drive/S.
Fillmore Street Bike
Lanes/Sharrows

Mark bicycle lanes or sharrows along Walter Reed Drive
between S. Monroe and S. Fillmore streets and sharrows
along S. Fillmore Street from Walter Reed Drive to Arlington
Boulevard. (1.5 miles)

3‐56

Long Term

Washington
Boulevard Bike Lanes

Designate bicycle lanes on Washington Boulevard between
Wilson Boulevard and Arlington Boulevard. (0.9 mile)

3‐57

Long Term

Wilson Boulevard
Sharrows

Mark sharrows along Wilson Boulevard between N. George
Mason Drive and N. Taylor Street. (0.5 mile)

3‐58

Long Term

Wilson Boulevard
Sharrows or Bicycle
Lanes

Mark sharrows or bicycle lanes along Wilson Boulevard
between the County line at Seven Corners and Ballston at N.
Glebe Road. (1.8 miles)

Table B‐4. Bicycle Parking and Countywide Projects
Project
Number

Time
Frame

4‐1

Priority

Title

Description

Near
Term

1

Bicycle Parking
County
Facilities

Provide adequate bicycle parking for visitors, students, and
employees at County offices, schools, libraries, parks, and
community recreation and nature centers to met identified
needs. Replace existing poorly designed or damaged racks
with racks that satisfy design standards. Provide or upgrade
parking with all programmed facility renovations.

4‐2

Near
Term

2

Bicycle Parking
in Commercial
Areas

Bicycle racks will be installed in the public right‐of‐way at
locations within primary commercial corridors. Provide
racks where there is an established unmet need for bicycle
parking and sufficient public space exists for installation.

4‐3

Near
Term

2

Transit Station
Bicycle Parking

Add or upgrade bicycle parking at transit stations and
heavily used bus stops. Develop bicycle stations at the
Ballston, Pentagon City, East Falls Church and/or Rosslyn
Metro stations.

4‐4

Mid

On‐Street
Bicycle Route
Safety
Assessment

Conduct a study of the County’s designated bicycle routes
to evaluate the function, safety, and convenience of each
existing bicycle route. Identify modifications to the bicycle
route system, which could include additional signage,
rerouting, and additions or deletions.

Term
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APPENDIX C – BIKEWAY DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Street width in excess of what is needed for motor vehicle travel may provide an opportunity for right‐of‐
way for shared‐use trails, bike lanes, or widened sidewalks.
1.

Trail Widths – shared‐use trails should be a minimum of 10 feet wide; however, a 12‐foot width
should be considered where feasible and warranted by user demands. Tunnels and bridges
should be 2 feet wider than the approaching shared‐use trails. A 2‐foot minimum graded grass
shoulder area should be provided adjacent to each side of shared‐use trail or, where appropriate,
a 2‐ to 3‐foot wide crushed rock path may replace one grass shoulder. Connector trails with
expected low volumes and travel speeds may be constructed 8 feet wide.

2.

Bicycle Accommodation on Sidewalks – For adults, sidewalk bicycling is generally appropriate
or permitted in certain situations:
a. Where shared use paths must merge with existing sidewalks to maintain continuity.
b. Where existing sidewalk segments provide the neighborhood linkage to and from
shared‐use paths.
c. Where one‐way sidewalk bicycling may be determined to be the safer and preferred
accommodation for most cyclists, such as a location where roadway space is severely
limited and traffic volumes and/or speeds are high.
d. Where access over or under major highways, railroads, or waterways is available only on
existing roadways that have minimal travel space.
e. Where designation is determined to be a measure needed to help ensure pedestrian and
bicyclists’ safety on facilities that are being shared.
f. Where no prohibitions against on‐sidewalk bicycling have been enacted.
Segments of sidewalk where more than occasional two‐way bicycle travel is expected should
have a minimum sidewalk width of 10 feet, with a preferred width of 12 to 14 feet. If one‐way
bicycle access is designated for the sidewalks on each side of the street the minimum sidewalk
width may be 8 feet. A utility buffer of at least 2 feet, preferably 4 feet, is recommended.

3.

Bike Lane Widths – Designated bicycle lanes along streets without parking require a width of 3.0
to 5.0 feet, plus the width required for any concrete gutter. Bicycle lanes along streets where
parking is permitted should be 5.0 to 6.0 feet wide.

4.

Crosswalk Widths – Shared‐use trail crosswalks and curb ramps are to be a minimum of 10 feet
in width and generally as wide as the intersecting trail.

5.

Grades – Shared‐use trails are to be constructed with a relatively flat grade and smooth surface—
generally having no more than a 5 percent grade for long sections and an 8 percent grade for
short runs (less than 150’ in length) , with switchbacks and pull‐off areas provided as per ADA
guidelines on long grades. Cross slopes on trails should be between 1 and 3 percent.

6.

Visibility – Bikeways are to be designed to provide high visibility between motorists,
pedestrians, and bicyclists at potential points of conflict, including warning signs for motorists,
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pedestrians, and bicyclists, and, where appropriate, removal or relocation of signs, poles,
vegetation, or other obstructions.
7.

Trail Accessibility – Shared‐use trails are to be designed with wide curb cuts suitable for
wheelchair and bicycle use; any necessary utility openings, such as manholes and sewer inlets,
are to be flush with the surface and of a design suitable for safe wheelchair and bicycle travel.

8.

Vertical Clearance – AASHTO establishes the minimum height clearance for designated
multiuse shared‐use trails as 8 feet.4 Ten feet or more is required to provide clearance for
maintenance vehicle access. In the United States, underpasses have become undesirable and little
used in many communities. One reason is that most were built to be very low and narrow,
making users feel highly constrained and severely limiting sight distances on the approach and
from inside the facility. A higher vertical clearance and wider opening greatly increases the users’
sense of safety and comfort.

9.

Curve Radii – Whenever warranted and feasible the minimum radius of curvature for shared‐use
trail curves should be 100 feet, corresponding to safe travel at 20 miles per hour.

10. Pedestrian Accommodation – Designated shared‐use trails are to have design features
satisfactory to all users including pedestrians.
11. Lighting – Lighting is desired along designated commuter shared‐use trails and in underpasses,
at a minimum level of one‐half foot candle (5.4 lux) for shared‐use paths and two foot candles
(21.5 lux) for underpasses. Vandal‐resistant fixtures should be used.
12. Motor Vehicle Barriers – Shared‐use trails are to be designed to minimize potential use by
unauthorized motor vehicles, with brightly painted and reflective bollards, installed on trail
centerlines, are be used only where other enforcement methods are unsatisfactory.
13. Trail Crosswalks –Intersection and mid‐block crossings of streets, by shared‐use trails should be
designated by high‐visibility markings.
14. Traffic Signal Detection – Traffic signals should be constructed and maintained so that the
vehicle‐detection sensors will respond to bicycles.
15. Environmental and Historic Considerations – Design of shared‐use trails is to minimize
disruption to historic resources, trees, and the natural environment. Shared‐use trail designs
should undergo public review focusing on impacts to natural, scenic, and historical resources, as
prescribed by public regulations including County Administrative Regulation 4.4. Projects near
the Mount Vernon Trail should recognize the national historic designation of the trail and the
George Washington Memorial Parkway.
16. Tree Preservation – Shared‐use trails are to be designed to avoid injury to healthy mature trees
and wetlands; however, trails should have relatively straight alignments whenever possible.
Landscaping of shared‐use trails is to emphasize planting locations and species whose limbs and

4

Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, 1999; page 36.
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roots will not intrude into the pathway, require frequent trimming, or create concealment areas.
New trees and large shrubs should not be planted within 10 feet of existing paved trail surfaces.
17. Trail Landscaping – Where feasible, landscaping should be used to separate shared‐use trails
from streets and create an attractive environment.
18. Design of Traffic‐Reduction Measures to Accommodate Bicycle Travel– Physical turn
prohibitors, diverters, street closures, and other physically restrictive measures imposed to
reduce motor vehicle volumes should not restrict bicycle traffic, except where necessary for safety
reasons or as required by law.
19. Traffic Calming Design – Nubs, traffic circles, speed humps, and other devices installed to
reduce motor vehicle speeds should not adversely affect bicycle safety.
20. Trail Buffers – Shared‐use trails should be designed to include buffer areas, a minimum of 25
feet in width, between the shared‐use trail surface and adjacent active recreational facilities.
Buffers can be reduced to 3 feet in width where a fence, wall, or other barrier is used to separate
the trail from other uses.
21. Street Design – All new street construction, widening, and extensive rehabilitation projects
should include provisions for motor vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle use. Arterial streets should
at least accommodate advanced bicyclists, while neighborhood streets should be designed to a
standard that encourages use by basic and child bicyclists.
22. Trail Surface – Shared‐use trails should be paved with a hard, relatively smooth surface.
Appropriate materials include asphalt and concrete. Permeable asphalt and concrete applications
should be investigated for suitability.
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APPENDIX D – BICYCLE PARKING STANDARDS
Bicycle parking should meet standards appropriate for the location and land use. Criteria to consider
in determining the appropriate bike parking include:
•
Quantity of parking spaces.
•
Location on the site.
•
Level of security needed for the type of users served—employee/resident or visitor/customer.
•
Convenience and ease of use.
•
Protection from weather.
•
Support facilities needed, such as showers, changing rooms, clothing lockers.
Standard Arlington Site Plan Conditions Regarding Bicyclist Accommodations
Bicycle Parking
The developer agrees to provide secure bicycle storage facilities in a location convenient to both office and retail areas
on the following minimum basis:
One (1) employee space for every 7,500 square feet, or portion thereof, of office floor area and one (1) visitor space for
every 20,000 square feet, or portion thereof, of office floor area;
Three (3) spaces for every 10 residential units, or portion thereof, and one (1) visitor space for every 50 residential
units, or portion thereof;
Two (2) visitor/customer spaces for every 10,000 square feet, or portion thereof, of the first 50,000 square feet of
retail floor area; one (1) space for every 12,500 square feet, or portion thereof, of additional retail floor area and one
(1) employee space for every 25,000 square feet, or portion thereof, of retail floor area. The facilities for visitor and
customer use shall be highly visible to the intended users and shall not encroach on the sidewalk or on any area in
the public right‐of‐way intended for use by pedestrians. The facilities for employee and residential users must meet
the acceptable standards for Class I storage space and be highly visible from an elevator entrance, a full‐time parking
attendant, a full‐time security guard or a visitor/customer entrance.
Facilities for visitors/customers must meet the standards for either Class II or Class III storage space and be highly
visible from a main street‐level visitor/customer entrance. Drawings showing that these requirements have been met
shall be approved by the Zoning Administrator before the issuance of the Footing to Grade Structure Permit.

Shower and Locker Facilities
In addition, the developer agrees that for every 50,000 square feet, or fraction thereof, of office gross floor area
(g.f.a.), one (1) shower per gender shall be installed, up to a maximum of three (3) showers per gender. Also, a
minimum of one (1) clothes storage locker per gender shall be installed for every required employee bicycle parking
space. The lockers shall be installed adjacent to the showers in a safe and secured area, and both showers and lockers
shall be accessible to all tenants of the building. The Arlington County Police Department before issuance of the
Footing to Grade Structure Permit shall review the location, layout, and security of the showers and lockers.
The developer agrees that an exercise/health facility containing a maximum of 1,000 square feet shall not count as
density (F.A.R.) but shall count as gross floor area (g.f.a.) if this facility meets all of the following criteria:
1. The facility shall be located in the interior of the building and shall not add to the bulk or height of the project;
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2. Showers and clothes lockers shall be provided as required above;
3. The lockers shall be installed adjacent to the showers in a safe and secured area within the exercise facility; and
both showers and lockers shall be accessible to all tenants of the project;
4. The exercise facility shall be open only to tenants of the project and shall not accept or solicit memberships from
outside of the project. The exercise facility (including the showers and lockers) shall be open during normal
working hours.

Classes of Bicycle Parking
Class I ‐ Maximum Security for All‐Day Employee Parking
This is a locked room or cage or a fully enclosed locker. It can be located in or outside a building. If
located outdoors or in a parking garage it is highly visible from an elevator entrance, parking attendant,
security guard, closed‐circuit television camera, or visitor/customer entrance, but such that parked
bicycles are not visible from the street. If bicycles are parked vertically the bottom wheel should rest on
the ground. At least 1/10 of all Class I parking for a site accommodates horizontal (both wheels touching
the floor) parking.
a.

Locked Room or Cage – a fully enclosed room or a cage covered by industrial‐grade fencing with
a heavy‐duty lock on the entrance. Class III parking is provided within. Unless bicycles can be
wheeled straight in from door to parking stall, there is a 36‐inch‐wide aisle inside the enclosure
that allows bikes to be maneuvered in and out.

b. Lockers – a fully enclosed and locked space accessible only by a single bicyclist.

.
Class II – Medium Security
This facility secures and provides firm support for the frame and both wheels of the bicycle without a
cable and prevents access to the user’s padlock by long‐handled bolt cutters. If bicycles are parallel
parked (side‐by‐side), at least 23 inches is provided between bicycles (from one bicycle frame centerline
to the next). All parking is horizontal and is highly visible from
visitor/customer entrances.
Class II parking also provides protection from the weather, either by
having a cover structure that is 1) part of the bicycle rack equipment, 2)
installed as a part of the bicycle rack installation, or 3) located under an
existing covering such as in a parking garage, under a building portico,
within a covered building entry, or under an awning.
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Class III – Bike Parking Racks: Light Security for Short‐Term Parking
Arlington utilizes the Class III Bicycle Parking Guidelines developed by the Association of Pedestrian and
Bicycle Professionals (APBP). For details please see the source document at: http://www.apbp.org/ The
APBP guidelines addresses the five major components of Class III bicycle parking:
1. The rack element. This device is the part of a rack that supports one bicycle.
2. The whole rack. It is important to understand how bikes interact with each other when rack
elements are assembled together.
3. The rack area where multiple racks are installed to create a bicycle parking lot.
4. The rack area site: where the area is located, and the relationship of the rack area to the building
entrance it serves and the cyclist’s approach to that entrance.
5. Creative rack designs.
The rack element should do the following:
• Support the bicycle upright by its frame in two places.
• Prevent the bicycle from tipping over.
• Enable the frame or both wheels to be secured.
• Support bicycles without a diamond‐shaped frame.
• Allow a U‐lock to lock one wheel and a frame tube of an upright bicycle.
• The rack element should resist being cut or detached using hand tools.

Two examples of appropriate Class III parking racks: “Post and Loop” rack (left) and “Inverted‐U” racks (right)
Ribbon, schoolyard, and other racks that provide only one point of support for the bicycle frame do not
meet Arlington’s standards.
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APPENDIX E – MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Introduction
Bicyclists are very sensitive to maintenance problems on bikeway facilities. Systems must be established
to address both regular and repair maintenance of streets and shared‐use trails. The County should
adopt the bicycle facility maintenance practices and bikeway maintenance schedules to include those
subjects described below:

Bikeways Maintenance Responsibility
The first step in developing a maintenance program is to identify what tasks need to be undertaken and
who is responsible for each task. The Bikeways Maintenance Task List lays out maintenance tasks and
identifies the department that should have lead responsibility for each task. The Bicycle Program
manager is responsible for coordinating the execution of the maintenance schedule and serving as the
point of contact for citizens with questions regarding maintenance.
An improvement request mechanism via phone, fax, e‐mail, or the County Web site gives citizens an easy
means of reporting maintenance concerns. The requests are submitted to the Bicycle Program manager,
who then refers the request to the appropriate County agency or other facility‐managing agency. The
forms should be made widely available and on the County’s Web page.
Bicycle Facility Maintenance Practices (Task List)
The following description of maintenance practices was adapted from the 1996 Oregon Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan. The descriptions serve as guidelines for Arlington departments that are responsible for
bikeways maintenance.
Sweeping – A regularly scheduled inspection and maintenance program helps ensure that litter is
regularly picked up or swept out of the travelway. During extended icy conditions, it may not be cost‐
effective to frequently remove sanding materials; however, they should be swept after major storms in
high‐use areas and after the winter season ends. Program elements include:
• Establish a seasonal bike lane sweeping schedule.
• Clean debris from roadways after motor vehicle crashes.
• Sweep or blow bikeways whenever there is a significant accumulation of debris or leaves.
• Provide extra sweeping in areas where leaves and cones accumulate in bike lanes.
Surface – A smooth travel surface free of holes, severe cracks, and lips must be provided for safe and
comfortable bicycle travel. Program elements include:
• Inspect bikeways regularly for surface irregularities.
• Respond to citizen complaints in a timely manner.
• Repair potentially hazardous conditions as soon as possible.
• Prevent the edge of a repair from running through a bike lane.
• Sweep project areas after repairs.
Pavement Overlays and Curb/Sidewalk Replacement Projects – Pavement overlays and other partial
street repair and reconstruction projects can be good opportunities to improve conditions for cyclists.
Pavement cuts in the bicycling area must be done cleanly without reducing the integrity of the
unreplaced pavement near the seams. Pavement fill adjacent to new curb and gutter must be packed and
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rolled properly to prevent bumps and heaving from use by heavy vehicles. A prominent seam should not
be left in the area where cyclists ride. Overlay projects also offer opportunities to restripe the roadway
with bike lanes. Program elements include:
• Extend the overlay over the entire roadway surface to avoid leaving an abrupt edge; if this is
not possible, and there is adequate bike‐lane width, it may be appropriate to stop at the bike‐
lane stripe, provided no abrupt ridge remains.
• Raise inlet grates, manhole covers, and valve covers flush to the new pavement surface.
• Sweep the project area after overlay.
Signs, Stripes, and Legends – All bicycle‐related signs and legends should be
highly visible but, over time, signs may fall into disrepair. Signs and legends
should be kept in a readable condition, including those directed at motorists.
Pedestrians and bicyclists rely on motorists observing the signs and legends
that regulate their movements. Program elements include:
• Inspect signs and legends regularly, including reflectivity at night.
• Replace defective signs as soon as possible.
• Remark legends, crosswalks, and other pavement markings as
needed.
Vegetation – Vegetation encroaching into bikeways is both a nuisance and a problem. Roots should be
controlled to prevent breakup of the surface. While trees and other vegetation is valued for their scenic
value and shade, adequate vertical and horizontal clearances and sight‐lines should be maintained along
trail curves, at driveways, and at intersections: pedestrians and bicyclists must be visible to approaching
motorists, rather than hidden by overgrown shrubs or low‐hanging branches. Existing trees and other
vegetation that pose a safety or security problem should be trimmed or removed. Activities include:
• Trim vegetation to prevent encroachment.
• Perform preventative operations such as cutting back intrusive tree roots.
Snow Removal – Snow stored on bike lanes or shared‐use paths impedes bicycling and walking.
Program elements include:
• Remove all snow from bike lanes.
• Clear snow from primary shared‐use paths (including the I‐66/Custis Trail and the Route 110
Trail) and make sure that snow banks do not block paths where they cross plowed roads.
• Primarily recreational shared‐use paths, including Donaldson Run Trail and Lubber Run Trail,
should be left unplowed for skiing and other winter use.
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Bikeway Maintenance Schedule
The County should follow the following schedules for maintaining its bikeways.
Table E‐1. On‐Road Bikeway Maintenance Schedule
Task

Frequency

Comments
Includes all on‐road bikeways; identify needed repairs of
pavement, signs, marking, etc.

Inspection

Monthly

Street sweeping

4 times/year

All streets with bike lanes; extra attention in the fall.

Street repairs

As needed

Repair of streets with bikeways including potholes, cracks, and
other problems.

Bike lane snow
removal

As needed

Clear snow completely from the travelway for streets with bike
lanes and on primary shared‐use paths.

Debris removal

As needed

Remove debris such as gravel and broken glass.

Signs

As needed

Repair or replace missing/damaged signs and markings.

Markings

As needed

Re‐mark all bike‐lane markings and symbols and crosswalks.

Table E‐2. Off‐Road Bikeway Maintenance Schedule
Task
Regular
inspection

Frequency

Trail sweeping

As needed

All paved trails.

Trail snow
removal

As needed

Clear snow from identified priority trails.

Trail repairs

As needed

Repair of trails including potholes, cracks or other problems on
shared‐use paths, and benches, trash cans, and other trail amenities.

Trail resurfacing

As needed

Applies to all asphalt trails.

Debris removal

As needed

Remove debris from trails such as limbs, silt, and broken glass.

Signs and
markings

As needed

Repair or replace signs and markings identified during inspections.

As needed, at
least two
times/year
6 times/year

Trim limbs and shrubs 2 feet back from trail edge; trim grass from
trail edges.

Vegetation
control
Litter removal

Monthly

Comments
Includes all off‐road bikeways, identify needed repairs of pavement
signs, marking, lighting, etc.

Could be done with volunteers
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